
“A mind-roasting bipolar joy-ride… Gee is a super-energetic, uber-likeable, highly gifted writer/
performer… a moving, funny, deeply human show not to be missed.” 

Victoria Times ★★★★★ 

“Delightful… finds humor and heart among the humanity… the real appeal lies in how every 
character - even six-year-old Millie, let down by life but still putting on her party dress and heading 

to the school dance - lives on hopes and dreams. That’s the real human spirit, Gee seems to say, 
and it’s not contingent on how many pills you take.”  

Orlando Sentinel 

“Hilarious… an uproarious journey.”  

London Pub Theatres ★★★★★ 

“Anybody with experience in the mental health system will be able to relate to this… Kevin is larger 
than life, brilliantly portrayed and a great experience. Highly recommended.”  

The Clothesline, Adelaide ★★★★ 

“Moving, funny and engrossing… heartfelt and laugh out loud funny… it would be easy enough to 
play Kevin for laughs, and there are plenty, but there's a deeper point to be made about the  

desperate tragedy of mental illness, and how we treat those who suffer from it.”  

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation ★★★★ 

“Few people can tell a shaggy dog story with as much comic detail, energy and pizzazz as this 
talented Brit… you’re definitely in (Kevin’s) corner, no matter what happens.”  

Calgary Herald 

“Comedy gold… Rob Gee rocks it with this performance.”  
Inc 19, Orlando 
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“Just the right amount of gravitas, skepticism, gusto and wit… it’s a crime to reveal any more of Gee’s 
intricate plot and complex characters. Let’s just say: the state of your mental health doesn’t necessarily 

determine your ability to be a good person.”  

Edmonton Journal, Alberta ★★★★ 

“Superbly crafted… Gee’s insight into the world of mental health is profound and his bevy of likeable  
characters gives the audience a window into what life in a ward is like.”  

Adelaide Advertiser 

“A barmy tale… Gee does a wonderful job.” 

 Gig City, Alberta ★★★★ 

“Hilarious… what is so endearing is his unique ability to handle the subject with humour and 
tenderness.”  

The Jenny Revue, Winnipeg 

“Stunningly funny and compassionate… as Kevin pinballs his way from one near-disaster to another, 
it’s impossible to be anything but charmed, because if there’s one essential truth about Kevin,  
it’s that his heart is firmly in the right place… and Gee’s masterful, hyper-energetic portrayal  

ensures that the audience shares his empathy.” 
Hereford Times 

“A quite marvellous adventure… Kevin, King of Egypt is essentially a fairy tale… a story littered with 
the grit of harsh reality, but sprinkled with stardust.” 

The Swindoneon, UK

“Leicester’s funniest escort… putting the audience in stitches and yet also garnering their empathy.” 
Leicester Mercury 

“Hilarious… a captivating show, bound to simultaneously break hearts and lift spirits.” 

Vue Weekly, Alberta ★★★★ 

“This marvellous show isn’t at all what it initially seems to be, much like the characters themselves… 
we are led into a world inhabited by several characters, all delivered in beautifully measured tones… 

beautifully realised, this show is a treat.”  
Fringe Review, UK 

“Gee is a dynamo onstage… as you walk out, entertained, it will also give you pause to consider how 
we treat the Kevins of this world.” 

12th Night, Alberta 


